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Shout out from Mrs. Sammarco 

 Wow, the students were very busy this week in room 1214. They were hard at work adding dialogue to their personal narrative papers, finishing up the first unit of 
math with an assessment and learning about different types of water and how it travels.  
 
The second-grade students also finished their first full week of math flex time. All of the students seem to be excited about rotating to different classrooms and 
being able to work with a different teacher as well as a new group of students. Even though the students are focusing on math fact fluency during this time, I 
would still like to encourage you to work with your student at home on this as well. Fact fluency is a skill that students must have in order to be successful in other 
areas of math in second grade and in life. Thank you for your support in this area.  
 
If you have still not signed up for parent teacher conferences, please do that as soon as possible. You can e=mail me or call the front office. 
Sarah.Sammarco@cusd200.org  

Have a great weekend! 
Mrs. Sammarco 

What we did in 1214 with week: 

 Language Arts:  
 Read Aloud: Class read aloud- The Secrets of Ms. Snickle’s Class  
 
Focused on identifying text features in various non-fiction passages. While the students read the passages, they 
had to pick out the features like; heading, subheading, picture, caption, table of contents, index, glossary, illustration, 
and diagram. In addition to identifying the text features, the students had to use the information to answer 
comprehension questions.   
 
Learned new word wall words and fundamental writing words and focused on identifying blends in the beginning 
of various words.  
 
Friendly letter writing to star student (Zaylee) 
  
This week in writing the students continued to enhance their personal narrative papers. The essential question was:  

- How can authors use dialogue in their writing? 
 
Math:  
This week’s math targets were:  
-The students finished up their first math unit this past week with an assessment on Thursday.  
- The students had to apply all of their strategies to solve various addition and subtraction equations and word 
problems.  
 
Math vocabulary words for the week: partition, greater than, less than, solve and represent 
 
SCIENCE:  
Types of water on earth. Had class discussions on how the water on earth moves and travels.  
 

Looking Ahead: 

Wednesday, October 2- 
Walk to School Day 

Monday, October 14- 
Columbus Day, No School 

Thursday, October 31- 
Halloween Parade and Party 
(Please plan costumes that 
follow the school guidelines) 

 


